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1. SOLICITATION No. 18-003 2. AMENDMENT No. 1 3. EFFECTIVE DATE:  03/23/18  

4. ISSUED BY:  Lisa Harris, Contracts Specialist  
Direct Dial:  (863) 327-1314   Email: LHarris@ridecitrus.com 

5. NUMBER OF PAGES:  6 

6. REVISED SUBMISSION DUE DATE AND TIME: The submission due date and time is changed as follows: 
DATE AND TIME:    No Change 

7. AMENDMENT OF SOLICITATION: 
The solicitation identified in Block 1, is hereby amended as described in Block 10.  Except as provided herein, all 
other provisions of the solicitation, as hereto amended, shall remain unchanged and in full force and effect. 

8. REQUIREMENT TO ACKNOWLEDGE AMENDMENT: 
Failure of an offeror to acknowledge receipt of this amendment may result in offer rejection.  Offeror must 
acknowledge receipt of this amendment prior to the deadline specified in the solicitation for receipt of offers and 
by one of the following methods: 

A. By signing Block 9 and returning this amendment to the District with your Proposal; 
B. By separate letter or e-mail which includes a reference to this solicitation and amendment numbers. 
 

9. OFFEROR’S ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF AMENDEMENT: 
 

Name & Title: _____________________________ Signature: ____________________________________ 
 

      Offeror:          _______________________________________________________  Date: ____/____/____ 

10. DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENT:  The following modifications are hereby made to the solicitation document: 
 

A. As indicated in Block 6 above, the Offer Submission Due Date and Time has not changed. 

B. Incorporate the below language after paragraph 1 of Section 2.2B Purpose  

“Supervisor vehicles shall be excluded from the program”. 

C. In Section 2.2C, Purpose and Section 2.24B Approval of Advertising Materials, Devices and Location: 
strike all reference to bus wraps below the windows. 

D. Remove all reference to the “Tampa Market” and replace the reference with the “Polk County Market” 

E. All changes to the solicitation are referenced in paragraph A, B and C. 

F. Attached to this amendment are Questions and Clarification. Responses to questions are provided as a 
courtesy and do not “modify” the solicitation.  Exhibit D is incorporated as a clarification and not a 
modification to the solicitation. 

 
 

[END] 
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1. Question: Are Paratransit Vehicles included? 

Response: Yes, as per Selection 2.2B, paratransit vehicles are available for advertising, however, as per Section 
10B of attached Amendment No. 1, supervisor vehicles shall be excluded from the program. Said supervisor vehicles 
are noted as PT/Vans on Exhibit C.  

 

2. Question: Can we please confirm the inventory? 

Response: The fleet inventory is as stated in Selection 2.2B and as further defined in Exhibit C; please note that ten 
supervisor vehicles are noted as PT/Vans therein. 

 

3. Question: Are we able to wrap above the windows or not? 

Response: Yes, windows may be wrapped as per Section 10C of attached Amendment No. 1. 

 

4. Question: Do you have examples of what you would like to see for Section 2.2.E and 2.2.F? 

Response: The question is unclear as the noted section does not contain a paragraph E or F. 

 

5. Question: There are several references to the Tampa Market in the RFP details. Can you clarify your intent? 

Response: The reference was a typographical error. Please see Section 10D of attached Amendment No. 1 

 

6. Question: Please define over posting as understood by the district? 

Response: The use of the term “over posting”, in Section 2.12 of the solicitation means to allow an ads to remain on 
vehicles beyond the contractual period if there is no other ad scheduled to take its place. 

 

7. Question: Please discuss the details of how Section 2.23.B will be verified or judged? 

Response: The referenced section defines the responsibility for damage caused by the contractor, and/or their sub-
contractors, to District vehicles. Whereas the District performs daily vehicle inspection and routine maintenance, 
notification on any such damage shall be provided as defined in Section 2.23C. 

 

8. Question: District Vans are “not” available product for advertising? 

Response: See the response provided as under questions 1 and 2. 

 

9. Question: The general Form M appears to be for a construction based project? 

Response: Form M is used to demonstrate a firm’s qualifications. Please enter N/A in areas not applicable. 

 

10. Question: 5.8.B(4) Must the minimum contract examples be for other transit advertising specific contracts or 
simply contracts of equal size for the service offering? 

Response: The interpretation of Section 5.8 B(4) “comparable contracts” shall be left to the offerors discretion. 
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11. Question: It is asked to provide an example of public relations efforts. Can you clarify what is being requested as it 
pertains to advertising sales? 

Response: The example of public relations, as stated under Sec 5.7 B(c) (2)(vii) of the RFP, is required as part of the 
evaluation criteria for technical capacity. Advertising directly reflects Public Relations as it is the activity of 
providing information about a particular person or organization to the public so that people will regard 
that person or organization in a favorable way, as defined by the Merriam-Webster Dictionary.   

 

12. Question: Demonstrate experience increasing revenues earned to District, be it through increase in advertisers or 
inventory. Can you please clarify? 

Response: As stated under Section 5.7 B(c) (3)(v) of the RFP, this is required as part of the evaluation criteria for 
technical capacity, to demonstrate a firm’s experience and ability to increase revenue. 

 

13. Question: Reporting: Explain provide a sample report in Microsoft Excel compatible format that is concise, to the 
point, organized an would represent information that might be requested?? Can the district please clarify? 

Response: As stated under Section 5.8 B(d) (2) of the RFP, this is required as part of the evaluation criteria for 
technical capacity, to demonstrate a firm’s experience and ability document meaningful reports. 

 

14. Question: Include one example of Public Relations efforts in which public opinion was affected and measurement 
criteria used to determine success. Please clarify?  Is PR in the scope being evaluated? 

Response: See the response provided as under question 11 

 

15. Question: Please provide the revenue for each of the past five years. 

 Response: The advertising revenue for the each of the past five years is as follows: 

   

 

 

16. Question: Please provide the average occupancy for each of the past five years. 
Response: Please see attached Exhibit D for vehicle capacity. The occupancy is not available for this addendum. 
 

17. Question: Please provide the average rate sold by display type for years 2016 and 2017. 
Response: Please refer to Exhibit B – Advertising Rate Card 

 

18. Question: Please provide a list of revenue contracts and clients that would be transferred over to the winning vendor 
on 5/11/18. 

Response: Please see attached Exhibit D for advertising contract types, and dates. 

 

 

Year 2017 Year 2016 Year 2015 Year 2014 Year 2013 
 $ 126,648.00   $ 153,731.00   $ 155,249.00   $ 106,137.00   $ 62,800.00  
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19. Question: Who is the current vendor? 

Response: Tinsley Creative Inc. 

 

20. Question: What is the current revenue share by guarantee and percentage of revenue? 

Response: See the response provided as under question 15 for revenues. The previously contracted percentage 
was written as 15% of advertising space to the contractor, $75 hour for artwork, and $500 monthly for program 
management. 

 
21. Question: Can you provide a past 3 year history of revenue share? 

Response: See the response provided as under question 11. 

 

22. Question: Can you provide a list of current advertising contracts with type of ads, sold rate and expirations dates?  

Response: Please see attached Exhibit D for advertising contract types, and dates; rates may be found in Exhibit B. 

 

23. Question: Can you provide a past 3 year history of ad sales?  

Response: See the response provided as under question 15. 

 

24. Question: How many full wraps and King Kongs have been sold in the past three years?  

Response: The incumbent has sold (34) King Kongs and (18) Full Wraps (Includes Paratransit) for years 2015-2018 

 
25. Question: Does the District provide the materials for their self-promotions? 

Response: Yes, the District provides or compensates the material for self-promotions 
 

26. Question: Does the District pay for the application of their self-promotions?    

Response: Yes, the District assumes the expense of application of self-promotions 

 

27. Question: Can you provide a projected bus retirement and replacement schedule? 

Response: Please see attached Exhibit D for the buses “useful life” information. The replacement schedule is not 
available for this addendum.  

 

28. Question: Any plans to add more buses to fixed routes? 

Response: Yes, See the response provided as under question 27 

 

29. Question: Do fixed route buses typically remain on the same routes each day? 

Response: No, due to Title Six guidelines, fixed route buses do not remain on the same route each day. 
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30. Question: How many of the 38 route buses are on the road daily?  

Response: Currently the District has 23 fixed route buses in Lakeland and 8 in Winter Haven 

 

31. Question: How many garages are there? 

Response: The District currently has one fleet maintenance garage in Lakeland; however, buses are also parked at 
the Winter Haven terminal nightly. 

 

32. Question: What hours are the garages open for posting?  

Response: The District’s fleet maintenance (Lakeland) garage is open from 5:00am - 8:30pm Monday-Saturday. 
The Winter Haven terminal typically has staff present 5:00am – 8:00 pm weekdays, 6:00am – 4:30pm Saturdays, 
and 8:00am to 4:00pm on Sundays. 
 

33. Question: How often are the buses washed? 

Response: The buses held at the Lakeland garage are washed every night Monday-Saturday. The buses held at the 
Winter Haven terminal are wash less frequently. 

 

34. Question: Are the bus stop benches available for advertising? 

Response: No, City Ordinances restrict such adverting, though some benches were grandfathered in. 

 

35. Question: Are there bus templates/specs available for artwork so that the displays will not cover sensitive areas, 
such as vents? 

Response: Some bus templates/specs are available and will be made accessible to the awardee 

 

36. Question: When a unit is involved in an accident, who is responsible for replacing the artwork? 

Response: In the case of an accident, the District is self-insured and will place a claim accordingly. 

 

37. Question: Does the District retain ownership of the fleet vehicles or are they part of the program fleet managed by 
the awardee? 

Response: The District shall retain ownership. 

 

38. Question: What is the base budget? 

Response: A base budget has not been established. 

 

39. Question: Will bus shelters be available for advertising? 

Response: No, City Ordinances restrict such adverting, though waived in some cases where not-for- profit 
organizations or private partners have donated the shelter. 
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40. Question: Who is responsible to damage to vehicles resulting from the installation or removal of wraps. 

Response: See the response provided as under question 7 

 

41. Question:  Please define normal wear and tear. 

Response: Wear and tear is damage that naturally and inevitably occurs as a result of normal wear or aging. 

 
 


